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Résumé
Un vitrail, conservé au Royal Ontario Muséum et représentant la
mort de saint Nicolas, fait partie d’un série, maintenant dispersée,

diplomatiques au service de quatre générations des ducs de
Bourgogne.
Sa carrière est donc centrée sur la cour de Bourgogne, principa
lement à Malines où résidaient Marguerite d’York et Marie de Bour
gogne et où il participe à la vie intellectuelle et artistique. Preuve en
sont les donations mentionnées dans son testament et en particulier,
parmi les livres légués au Collège d’Arras, des manuscrits enluminés
spécialement pour lui. Une premère étude de ces manuscrits nous
permet de proposer une relation à établir entre les ateliers créant les
vitraux et ceux qui produisent les enluminures, contribuant ainsi à
élargir le domaine de recherche sur le vitrail.

qui ornait quatre baies du cloître de la chartreuse de Louvain et
racontait la vie du saint.
Cet article se veut un exposé de l’état des recherches à ce
jour, tenant compte du fait que les autres panneaux de la série
seront étudiés par les groupes de recherche du Corpus Vitrearum
en Grande-Bretagne et aux Etats-Unis. Nous nous concentrons
donc sur la personalité du donateur, Nicolas Ruterius ( 1442-1509),
évêque d’Arras et chancelier de l’Université de Louvain, en
même temps que grand administrateur et chargé de missions

A
ixmong the stained glass holdings of the Royal Ontario

to savc three penniless maidens from prostitution by throwing

Muséum (ROM) in Toronto is a panel representing the scene of

bags containing money for their dowry through the window of

the Death ofSt Nicholas (fig. I).1 The saintly Bishop of Myra,

their house, is now known only through photographs (fig. 6).

dressed in his ecclesiastical finery, is mourned by a throng of

While the full extent ofthe program cannot now be known, the

diminutive angels, and by two male figures at the foot of the

ROM panel presumably concluded the cycle, and is the only

bed, their hands clasped in prayer. One of these may be the

one to depict the patron. Ail the panels are approximately 70 by

donor of the panel, shown having been interrupted from his

45 cm, cxccpt for the last, which lacks the distich at the bottom,

dévotions, with an open book of hours beside him on a prayer-

and thus is shortcr.

stool. A coat of arms composed of three vine leaves, and the

Nicolas Ruterius, also mentioned as de Ruyter or Le Ruistre,

initiais “N R” carved on the side of the stool, identify him as

was born in Luxembourg around 1442;7 his father was a Ger-

Nicolas Ruterius (1442-1509), a prominent figure at the court

man priest and his mother came from Burgos in Spain - per-

of the Duke of Burgundy in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.2 The intention of this note is to explore the

haps a sign ofthe times! He was educated at Trier, graduating as
a magister. In 1473 Ruterius was one of three clerks assigned to

artistic patronage of Ruterius and to suggcst the possibility of

the Parliament convened by Duke Charles the Bold at Malines,

influences crossing from the media of manuscript illumination

but probably he had been earlier in the service of Duke Philip

to stained glass.
As was first demonstrated by Paul V. Maes, the ROM panel

the Good (d. 1467), as mentioned by Erasmus in two of his
letters to him.8 His administrative carcer seems to hâve devel-

belongs to a sériés of six stained glass panels, now widely dis-

oped principally in the following ycars. After the death of

pcrsed, ail depicting scenes from the life of St Nicholas, Ruterius’s

Charles in 1477, he became secretary to the Privy Council of

name saint, which are recorded as once having decorated the

the young duchess, Mary of Burgundy, and then, after her

Charterhouse of Louvain.3 The sériés includes the Birth of St

marriage to Maximilian of Austria, first secretary of the court of

Nicholas in the Victoria and Albert Muséum, London (fig. 2), in

justice and keeper of the seals: “secrétaire audiencier, maistre des

which the new-born infant demonstrates his precocious strength
by standing unaided in his bath/1 and two panels in the Metro

scribed in a contcmporary document.9 Ruterius was to be en-

requestes, signant en finances et controsleur d’icelles,” as de-

politan Muséum in New York depicting the Consécration of St

trusted with many diplomatie missions, and when Duke Philip

Nicholas as Bishop of Myra (fig. 3) and the Miracle ofthe Grain,

the Fair, son of Mary of Burgundy and Maximilian of Austria,

in which the saint, having persuaded the captain of a grain ship

came to power in 1494, he would be one of the duke’s closest

to surrendcr his cargo to help the starving city, miraculously

councillors and one of the administrators left in charge of the
duchy when Philip went abroad.10

refills the corn bags (fig. 4).5 A fourth panel, now in the Burrell
collection in Glasgow, shows Nicholas intervening to prevent

Like many of his age, Ruterius combined a career in secular

the execution of three military officers who had been falscly
accused (fig. 5).6 A fifth panel, depicting the saint intervening

politics with another in the church, and the latter was equally as

brilliant. In 1473 he is already described as “protonotaire
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Figure I. Death of Saint Nicholas (ca. 1501), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse. Royal Ontario Muséum, Toronto, 958.119.1.
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Figure 2. Birth of Saint Nicholas (early I6th century), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse. Victoria and Albert Muséum, London, 213.1908.
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Figure 3. Saint Nicholas consecrated Bishop of Myra (early I6th century), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse. The Metropolitan Muséum of Art, Mr and Mrs
Isaac D. Fletcher collection, New York, 17.120.17.
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Figure 4. Saint Nicholas begging corn to feed his people (early I6th century), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse. Metropolitan Muséum of Art, Mr and Mrs Isaac
D. Fletcher collection, New York, 17.120.13.
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Figure 5. Saint Nicholas saving three soldiers from execution (early I6th century), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse. The Burrell collection, Glasgow Muséum,
45/471.
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Figure 6. Saint Nicholas and the three poor maidens (early I6th century), formerly from the Louvain Charterhouse.
Présent location unknown. Photocopy courtesy of the Department of World Cultures, Royal Ontario Muséum, St
Nicholas Sériés File.

of access for poor students. Thus he is credited

with the foundation of the Collège d’Arras,

which still survives, and with providing funds
to support sixteen students.11 The college takes

its name from the city of Arras, of which

Ruterius was appointed bishop in 1501 by Pope

Alexander VI, on the recommendation of Philip
the Fair. He was consecrated in the Cathédral
of Saint-Pierre in Louvain, and celebrated his

first mass in

the new church of the

Charterhouse, dedicated to Mary Magdalen.12

The dowager duchess Margaret of York, widow
of Charles the Bold, had laid the foundation

stone of the Charterhouse in 1489, and pro
vided for the prior’s cell. The construction of

the cloister had started in 1492, and, on the
occasion of his 1501 consécration, Ruterius

also provided for the construction of a cell,

which was completed in 1507, and the glazing
of four bays in the cloister.13 The cloister was
not completed until 1525, and its program of
stained glass has been generally assigned to the
years 1525-1530.14 This program was exten
sive. Indeed Elizabeth Pastan has recently dem-

onstrated that the number of panels now

attributed to the Louvain Charterhouse has
developed into an awkward accumulation about

which “it is perhaps wisest to maintain some
scepticism.”15 But the St Nicholas cycle repre-

sents an independent program, quite separate
from the rest of the cloister, and this must be
kept in mind when considering their date. It

was probably produced by one of the many
glass workshops active in the région,16 although
even within this iconographically consistent set

of panels one can recognize at least three differ

ent hands.17
While it is a pity that the ROM panel has

been shorn of whatever words once accompa-

nied it, we are fortunate that some information
about them has survived. Apparently the glass

apostolique,” and he would later be named a prebendary canon

was inscribed with a lengthy epitaph, copied in 1613 by the

in a number of locations, evidently as a reward for his distin-

chronicler Sweertius: “Stop your progress, whoever you are who

guished services. But in 1487, when he was appointed provost

arrived here, corne see and read, if you want to know who I was,

of the chapter of Louvain cathédral and became ipso facto

I Ruterus Nicolaus, mystical hero ...”; and it went on to enu-

chancellor of its university, his interests turned in a new direc

merate the important facts of his life, concluding in a sentence

tion. Although he delcgated most of the day-to-day manage

referring to this final scene: “O divine Christ ... I, Nicolaus,

ment to his friend Adrian Florenszoon, the future Pope Adrian

humbly knceling before you, pray that You may hâve my spirit

VI, Ruterius became closely involved with the university and

soon ascend to heaven.”18 Thus Ruterius, meditating on the

appears to hâve been particularly concerncd with the provision

death of the saint as well as on his own, présents an example of
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Figure 7. Illuminated page from a breviary, attributed to a follower of the Master of Mary
of Bergundy (before 1501). Louvain, Bibliothèque de la Faculté de Théologie, cod. 8, fol. 13
recto.

Figure 8. Coat of arms of Nicolas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras (ca. 1525), formerly from the
Louvain Charterhouse. Victoria and Albert Muséum, London, 2633-1855.
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the devotio moderna, the individual piety which was so prévalent

propose that he may represent Duke Philip the Fair — who

in the late Middle Ages, especially at the court of Margaret of

would die in 1506, the year before the completion of the cell —

York, and is illustrated in many Flemish paintings and manu-

to whom Ruterius had been so devoted and who had promoted

script illuminations of the late fifteenth century.19 His fervent

his nomination for the épiscopal see of Arras.21 Indeed Nicolas

dévotion, and his close identification with his patron saint, may

Ruterius’s long career had been almost entirely based at the

suggest that the whole sériés can be seen not only as a narration

Burgundian court, mostly at Malines, where Margaret of York

of the vita of St Nicholas, but also as a sequence of iconic

and Mary of Burgundy usually resided, and it is no wonder that,

représentations of Ruterius’s own life. The miracle of the grain

apart from his official duties, he also came to participate in the

may evoke his actions as an administrator; the scene with the

rich intellectual and artistic life of that court. Documents show

military officers could signify his legal responsibilities; the dowry

that in his will he bequeathed some works of art, either in Arras or

for the three maidens would reflect his generosity, especially

in Louvain, including a Lamentation by a follower of Rogier van

towards the poor; and the saints consécration as Bishop of Myra

der Weyden, which is now at the Mauritshuis in the Hague.22 He

could be interpreted as alluding to Ruterius’s own consécration as

also appears to hâve acquired a taste for illuminated manuscripts,

a bishop. Significantly in this context, it is known that, on that

an art form of considérable importance at the court of Burgundy.

occasion, he gave to the cathédral of Arras a statue of the Virgin,

The first documented evidence of such an interest is an

in front of which two candies were to burn night and day, exactly

archivai note concerning the gift of a breviary to Margaret of

as pictured in the background of the scene in this window.20

York, in 1477, by the widow of the Chancellor of Burgundy,

As for the other praying figure at the foot of the bed, I

Guillaume Hugonet, shortly after the latter’s execution in Ghent
82
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Figure 9. Johannes Brando, Chronodromon, vol. I, fol. I recto. Illuminated page from a manuscript attributed to the Master of the Older Prayerbook of Maximilian,
ca. 1480-1485. Copyright Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique, Bruxelles, MS 11.1169.
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Figure 12. Nativity. Illuminated page from the Hastings Hours, Maximilian Master (before
1483). By permission of the British Library, London, Add. MS 54782,
fol. 106 verso.

Figure 10. Chronodromon, vol. Il, fol. I recto (detail).

Figure II. Chronodromon, vol. I, fol. I verso (detail).
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Collège d’Arras in Louvain. The most important of these is the

so-called Anjou Bible, dating from the second quarter of the
fourteenth century, which had once belonged to the Duke of
Berry. There was also a copy of the Judaica antiquitates, by

Flavius Josephus, dating from the third quarter of the fifteenth
century, and a breviary which Ruterius had apparently commissioned, sincc it contains a depiction of his coat of arms - azuré,

three vine leaves gold, 2 and 1 — and his motto “aequo animo”

little breviary “moult bel” had been given to the chancellor by

in the margins (fig. 7). Today these are housed in the library of
the Faculty of Theology at the University of Louvain.24 The

“maistre Nicolas de Ruter.” Its présent location is unknown.23

Flavius Josephus is not illuminated, but dénotes its owner’s

by the town’s people, reacting against unpopular taxation. This

Another important source of evidence is provided by

interest in texts on history. The breviary which he commis-

Ruterius’s gifts of manuscripts from his own library to the

sioned may be attributed to a follower of the Master of Mary of
84
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Figure 13. Chronodromon, vol. I, fol.l recto (detail).

Burgundy. le must be dated before 1501, as the coat of arms

Coronation of the Virgin in the Mayer van den Bergh Breviary.29

predates his appointment as Bishop of Arras. This is also the

The reference to Hugo van der Goes’s Portinari Altarpiece (Uffizi

case on the prayer stool in the ROM stained glass panel, while

Gallery, Florence) is striking, and reminds us that Alexander

the panel in the Victoria and Albert Muséum (fig. 8) shows the

Bening had been introduced to the Guild of St Luke in Ghent by

complété épiscopal coat of arms: quartered, 1 and 4 Rutcrius, 2

van der Goes, to whom he was related by marriage.

and 3 Arras.25

The miniature that may suggest a connection to the St

Another manuscript from the library of Ruterius, and one

Nichoias cycle of stained glass Windows may be found in the

not included in Maes’s discussion, is today in the Albertina, the

lower margin of the first folio (fig. 13). Hcre the patron, Nicolas

Royal Library in Brussels. The text is a work of Johannes

Ruterius, is shown in prayer in front of his patron saint, St

Brando, a Cistercian from Bruges, who undertook about 1414

Nichoias, who, in another frequently-illustrated épisode from

to chronicle the history of the Low Countries, entitling it
Chronodromon, or “Chronodromus seu cursus temporum.” 26

The facial expressions and the treatment of hair are very close to

his vita, has just saved the three boys from the butcher’s shop.

It is not difficult to understand the interest that Ruterius might

those of the figures in the ROM stained glass panel (fig. 14),

hâve had in such a subjcct, and hc evidently commissioned his

even if the figure in the Chronodromon miniature appears to be

own copy, probably between 1480 and 1485. Although the

younger. It may hâve been the case that the cartoons for the

manuscript has previously been attributed to the Master of

window were produced by the same workshop as the manu

Mary of Burgundy, it is now generally ascribed to the Master of

script. The dating is slightly problematic, but there are many

the Older Prayerbook of Maximilian, who is tentatively identi-

documented instances of the transmission of models through

fied with Alexander Bening.27 It comprises three enormous

générations of artists working in the same circle.30 The ROM

volumes (about 490 x 345 mm). Only the first page of each is

window must hâve been executed about 1500. The coat of arms

decoratcd: recto (fig. 9) and verso for the first tome, and recto

on the prayer stool and the red epomis^ that Ruterius is wearing

only for the two others. The Ruterius coat of arms appears

suggest a date before his consécration as Bishop of Arras in

either in the miniatures (fig. 10) or in the margins. On each of the

1501. This might also explain the fact that its framing differs

first pages we see the author at work, and on the verso of folio 1 in

slightly from the others, which are likely to hâve been produced

the first volume we hâve a depiction of the Nativity (fig. 11),

later, especially the Victoria and Albert Muséum panel with the

which is almost identical to the one in the Hastings Hours (fig.

épiscopal coat of arms.32

12)28 and can also be compared for its délicate colouring to the

In a broader sense, comparisons to work in other media
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Figure 14. Death of Saint Nicholas (detail), ca. 1501, formerly from the Louvain
Charterhouse. Royal Ontario Muséum, Toronto, 958.119.1.
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